Supplemental Document S1. Ensemble analysis, scoring families of models for M1, M2 and M3.
With the complexity and potential lack of well-defined minima in the alternative models, it was possible that multiple models within each alternative hypothesis could match the data equally well. Modeling studies such as by Chen et al. have considered multiple fits for evaluating model behavior rather than relying on a single best model (Chen, et al., 2009) .
Following this approach, we proceeded to evaluate a broad spectrum of individuals. We generated an ensemble of parameterizations for each set of ODEs, which in practice means a family of similar instances for each alternative model. In each family, each of the 26 nominal parameters (i.e. best estimates from the optimal recruitment or retention model obtained by multiple-fitting described in the previous sections) was one-at-a-time doubled or halved, generating additional 52 slightly modified individuals surrounding the optimal model (i.e. model with nominal parameters).
In the figure below, the normalized peak features computed from these simulations (solid colored lines) were plotted in a radar chart against the peak features of the experimental dataset (thick dashed black lines), with the experimentally observed levels defined to be along the unit circle. See the table below of peak feature scores ("ratio with data") for many instances of each model. We propose this type of multi-factor scoring and plot to display the trade-off in fitness between different parameterizations of the same ODEs, and we hope future work in pathway modeling will consider reuse of this visualization. The variation among members of each model family suggests the ruggedness of the peak score in the parameter space around the nominal parameters. A novel visualization scheme for displaying a multi-factorial comparison between an experimental dataset and a family of models. In these comparisons, 3 peak properties are used for comparing each of 4 measured species (3*4=12 axes). In each radar chart plot, four green axis indicate the peak times of the four measured species. Four brown axes indicate the peak amplitude and four gray axes indicate the peak width of the four measured species. The thickly dashed black circle indicates the peak vector of measurements, which is normalized to a unit vector. Multiple individuals of (B) PIP3-dependent recruitment, (C) retention, and (D) PIP3-independent model families (53 models per family) were compared with respect to the 12-dimensional peak vectors. Each model family contains the nominal parameters with one parameter doubled or halved. Peak time, peak amplitude and peak width were groups into arcs of the circle marked by colored arrows. Each arc contains four axes corresponding to the four measured time-series. All peak vectors from simulation (solid thin lines) were normalized with respect to the peak vector from measured data (dashed black circle) before plotting.
Table for Text S6. Scores of the peak features for 10 instances of each model (10 members at random from the ensemble) for M1-M3. The ratio with data indicates how closely each model resembles the peak characteristics of the experimental time-series, using 1 to denote a perfect match. The sum of squared error is evaluated using the peak characteristics within each model ensemble.
